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1. INTRODUCTION
Network-based intrusion detection system (IDS) has been

changing in accordance with a development of network and
appearances of new threats. Traditional IDSes (e.g. Snort[1])
have historically focused on finding patterns appearing in
network traffic of attack attempt. However, today huge at-
tempt traffic are observed in each network because of attack
automation and rampant malicious software (malware) in-
cluding computer viruses, worms and bot. Since attack at-
tempts are not always successful, security officers can’t know
results of attack attempts by traditional IDSes. Security of-
ficers have to investigate damages by attack attempts with
many resources and it has became difficult to select a high
risk attack attempt from huge observed attempts. There-
fore, the approach finding traffic patterns of attack attempts
had become ineffective.

We propose behavior rule based intrusion detection method
to analyze correlation of communication behaviors by rules
which can be described. An idea of the method is similar
to scenario-based intrusion detection (e.g. NetSTAT[2]) and
outbound intrusion detection[5]. The method considers an
overall picture of communications and can detect incidents
with high accuracy. In our approach, we use auxiliary vari-
ables in each behavior rules to figure out various correlations
between events and can describe communication behaviors
of various software and attack scenarios. Applications of
the method achieve detection of encrypted network traffic
of P2P software, unknown malware activities and malware
infection over web browsers. Our method is expected to
help security officers to know status and incidents in their
network.
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2. BEHAVIOR RULE BASED INTRUSION
DETECTION

2.1 Concept
In this paper, we defined behavior is communication proce-

dures of software. Since all software runs and communicates
in accordance with predefined programs, there is a commu-
nication pattern which consists of sent and received charac-
ter strings, destinations, communication protocols, sending
and receiving intervals and so on. Although traditional ID-
Ses have mainly focused on packet data including packet
headers/payload data pattern, more flexible and high accu-
rate detection can be achieved by the use of other informa-
tion. For example, BLINC[4] can identify application types
by only transport layer communication patterns, excluding
payload data pattern. On the other hands, a bot detection
method proposed by Binkley and Singh[3] focused on initi-
ation patterns of multiple TCP sessions. These researches
indicate that a powerful intrusion detection method that has
more flexibility and accuracy can be achieved by a detection
method of combination with communication patterns and
payload data pattern.

The behavior rule based intrusion detection which uses
correlations of packet/payload data patterns and communi-
cation patterns. Scenario-based intrusion detection method
has similar features based on state transition machine, How-
ever scenarios of compromise consist of not only sequential
events but also random order events and certain scenarios
have to be described complicated correlations between com-
munications. Therefore we focused on 2 types of correla-
tions:

• asynchronous event sequence: Handling various
event appearance patterns including random order event
sequence and repeating of event. When multiple pro-
cesses or multiple threads are running in most operat-
ing systems, a sequence of communications are asyn-
chronous and unsteady. Thus an order of certain events
can’t be estimated and robustness and flexibility to
handle event sequences is necessary to detect a com-
munication behavior of software. For example, asyn-
chronous event sequence can deal a scenario that in-
cludes events (E1,2,3): (E1 ∧ E2) → E3 that means
observing E3 after both of E1 and E2. We have to
prepare 2 event sequence: E1 → E2 → E3 and E2 →
E1 → E3 to describe by generic state transition ma-
chines. The combination of event sequence is increased
along complicacy of correlations.
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• data pattern comparison: Handling comparison be-
tween packet headers/payload data on multiple com-
munications. When 2 or more communications have
correlation, same identities (IP addresses, port num-
bers, domain names, URLs and so on) or string data
(sending/receiving commands, queries and so on) are
appeared on all communications. Thus correlations
can be verified by comparing some packet headers/payload
data.

2.2 Architecture
The behavior rule based intrusion detection use auxiliary

variables for describing correlations between events in each
communication. R is a behavior rule and has Ns session
rules (sn) and Nv variables (vn). Sessions mean TCP ses-
sions, a pair of UDP source and destination port number
and ICMP request and response and session rules contain
events (Ex).

R = {∀sns , ∀vnv |0 ≤ nv < Nv, 0 ≤ ns < Ns} (1)

sn = {∃Ex|0 ≤ x < Ne} (2)

Session rules are similar to signatures of traditional IDSes
in pattern matching of packet headers and payload data and
variables work as semaphores in the architecture. When de-
tecting traffic corresponded with some signature (occurring
a event), variables are updated to predefined values accord-
ing to the rules and other session rules can refer the vari-
ables. Variables can be substituted integer values, string
data and binary data as the situation demands and when
they are substituted integer value they can also be incre-
mented and decremented. In order to check asynchronous
event sequence, when detecting a event a variable is substi-
tuted a certain value and the variable works as a flag. On
the other hand, a variable works as a counter by increment-
ing values and works as a storage by substituting string data
and binary data (e.g. IP addresses). Figure 1: The figure
shows a example of handling events of random order.

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We designed and implemented an intrusion detection sys-

tem, ROOK[7], which is based on the behavior rule based
intrusion detection method. ROOK decodes packets from
live network traffic on the fly and analyze correlations of
communications based on rule files written in XML. ROOK
is implemented in C with libpcap (ver. 0.9.5), libxml2(ver.
2.6.30) and libpcre (ver. 7.4) on Linux 2.6.18 and Ma-
cOSX 10.5. The ROOK implementation philosophy is high
expand-ability and flexibility. Therefore, components and
modules of ROOK have high independency.

We evaluate the accuracy of ROOK using a traffic data set
of real malware activities that we prepared in a test environ-
ment[6]. We collected 299 traffic data of malware activities
and study whether ROOK can detect the data set as mal-
ware activities. The one traffic data was generated from
one malware on one virtual machine. ROOK applied 3 rules
that are described common malware activities: spread scan
with a command message, download new malware, sending
malware to other hosts. In the evaluation, ROOK detected
98.33% malware activities and false positive ratio of ROOK
is 1.67%. The rules for the evaluation are not tuned for these
malware traffic. On the other hand, although we also check
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Figure 1: The figure shows a example of correlation
among random order communications. The left of
figure shows relations of events and variables and the
right of figure shows actual security events. In this
case, event 1 (E1 ∈ s1) is defined receiving bot com-
mand and event 2 (E2 ∈ s2) is defined downloading a
suspicious windows executable file. When both of E1

and E2 are observed on the same host, the behavior
is highly likely that of bot. If E1,2 are observed, each
variables value v1,2 are updated to 1. (Initial values
of them are 0) Since an occurrence condition of E3

is that both of values v1,2 are 1, whichever event is
observed on ahead, bot behavior can be detected.

these data set with snort installed 3,387 rules for malware, it
is able to detect 73.91% traffic data and fail to detect 26.09%
malware traffic data. The result indicate that our approach
is efficient to detect unknown malware activities.
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